
Michigan State University Student Found Guilty 
of ‘Spamming’ after E-Mailing Professors
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A Michigan State University student government leader
has been found guilty of “spamming” and misuse of
university resources after she criticized the administration’s
plan to change the school calendar. MSU junior Kara
Spencer had carefully selected and e-mailed 391 of the
school’s 5000 faculty members, encouraging them to
express their views about the changes. 

“It is outrageous that MSU’s Student-Faculty Judiciary
would find against a student who did nothing more than
write members of her community who might be concerned 
about a major administrative decision,” FIRE President 
Greg Lukianoff said. “MSU must immediately reverse this
unjust punishment and revise its policy.” 

In late August, MSU’s administration revealed to members
of the Faculty Council the administration’s plans to shorten
the school’s Academic Calendar and Fall Welcome
(freshman orientation) schedules, and asked that comments
about the proposed changes be submitted by September 30.
Given the highly controversial nature of the changes,
members of the University Committee on Student Affairs
(UCSA) met and exchanged e-mails in mid-September to
construct a formal response. UCSA consists of several
student government members (including Spencer), several
faculty members, and several MSU administrators.

On September 14, Spencer notified UCSA that she would
send a personal version of the formal response to faculty
members. She noted that she had “compiled a database of all
faculty on campus” for this purpose. None of the faculty
members or administrators involved in the discussion gave any
indication that MSU would choose to repress the e-mail or
charge Spencer with any breaches of policy. One of the
committee members even encouraged her to proceed. On or
about September 15, Spencer carefully selected 391 faculty
members—roughly 8 percent of MSU’s faculty—and 
e-mailed them her version of UCSA’s letter.

Spencer’s e-mail argued that the proposed calendar
changes “will greatly affect both faculty and students
alike,” and called for “an inclusive dialogue among
members of the University community” prior to
adoption.

On September 16, MSU Network Administrator
Randall J. Hall summoned Spencer to a mandatory
“investigation.” The next day, Hall alleged that Spencer
had violated as many as five MSU policies by sending
what he called unauthorized “spam.” After Spencer
requested a hearing before the Student-Faculty Judiciary,
FIRE wrote MSU President Lou Anna K. Simon, calling
on her to end the unconstitutional investigation. MSU
chose to proceed with the hearing, however, and Simon
falsely claimed that the policy was acceptable because it
was “content neutral.”

MSU proceeded with its shameful hearing on December
2, and the Judiciary notified Spencer on December 10
that she had been found guilty of violating MSU’s
Network Acceptable Use Policy and of engaging in an
“unauthorized” use of the MSU network. Spencer was
punished with a formal “Warning” placed in her student
file—a punishment that can have real consequences
when applying or jobs or graduate school.

MSU’s “spam” policy prohibits the sending of an
unsolicited e-mail to more than about 20-30 recipients
over two days without prior permission.

“MSU’s decision defies the First Amendment, fairness, and
common sense,” Adam Kissel, Director of FIRE’s Individual
Rights Defense Program, said. “MSU is effectively
preventing the campus community from sending e-mails
criticizing the administration to more than an extremely
small fraction of the MSU community. The university
should be ashamed, and the president should immediately
overturn this illiberal finding.”

One of FIRE’s most shocking cases in 2008 was that of Keith John Sampson, 
a student-employee at Indiana University–Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI) 
who was found guilty of racial harassment for merely reading the book Notre Dame vs.
the Klan: How the Fighting Irish Defeated the Ku Klux Klan during his work breaks. 
Thanks to FIRE’s involvement and the extensive media coverage of the case, the finding
against Sampson was eventually overturned and his school record was cleared, but the
story behind this incident remains disturbing months later.

During the media storm that followed Sampson’s case, filmmaker Andrew Marcus decided
to produce a short documentary in the hopes of restoring Sampson’s reputation—one that
that IUPUI sought to destroy—and bringing to light the incidents of censorship that are
all too common on college campuses today. The documentary features interviews with
Sampson, FIRE President Greg Lukianoff, and FIRE Jackson Legal Fellow Azhar Majeed.
You can view the entire video at www.thefire.org/multimedia. 

FIRE thanks all of its supporters for their dedication to FIRE and its mission.
• • •

If you would like to donate to FIRE, please visit www.thefire.org/support or call 215.717.3473.
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Greg Lukianoff

While restrictions on freedom of speech and other First Amendment rights once again
abounded on America’s campuses in 2008, FIRE enlisted more students and faculty
members than ever in its fight against campus censorship. Thanks to this groundswell
of support, FIRE secured essential victories for freedom of speech and against limits on
political activism—both on our nation’s campuses and in courts of law.

“In 2008, FIRE made significant progress in protecting individual rights,
fighting double standards, and turning back the tide of repression on
campus,” FIRE President Greg Lukianoff said. “FIRE is heading into 2009
better equipped than ever to fight and win battles for civil liberties and
fundamental fairness at America’s colleges and universities.” 

FIRE won many victories for freedom of speech, religious liberty, freedom of
association, and freedom of conscience throughout 2008, including key legal
victories for student rights on campus. These successes included:

• Reversing the finding of racial harassment against a student-employee at
Indiana University–Purdue University Indianapolis, whose “offense”
consisted of reading a book in an employee break room about the 1924
defeat of the Ku Klux Klan in a street fight with Notre Dame students.
The case has been made into a documentary (viewable on FIRE’s
website at www.thefire.org). 

• Reversing the expulsion of a student at Valdosta State University who
had peacefully protested against new parking garages via Facebook.com,
and persuading Valdosta State to eliminate its tiny, restrictive free speech
zone. This case is the subject of a short film.

• Convincing the University of Delaware to revise its formerly
unconstitutional distribution policy and to keep mandatory ideological
reeducation out of its dormitories. 

• Intervening to protect funding for student groups at Montclair State
University and Central Washington University, where student
governments threatened to de-fund the groups because of their
constitutionally protected expression.

• Persuading Temple College in Texas to reverse its censorship of a professor
for posting a quotation from Nietszche (“God is dead”) on his office door.

• Fighting attempts by the Department of Social Work at Binghamton
University (formerly SUNY-Binghamton) to expel a student for
posting flyers criticizing a recent hiring decision by the department.
FIRE succeeded in ending the farcical disciplinary hearing against
student André Massena, but he now faces reported retaliation from the
department that would fail him out of school.

Free speech on campus also gained a major legal victory when the United States
Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit ruled in DeJohn v. Temple University that
Temple University’s former speech code was unconstitutional. FIRE, which wrote an
amicus brief in the case, now has alerted hundreds of schools that they maintain
similar speech codes at their legal peril. Between this decision and the legal victory

against the speech codes of the California State University System last year, practically
no college administrator can claim ignorance of the law. 

In addition, under legal pressure, Shippensburg University agreed for the second time
to dismantle an unconstitutional speech code that was originally eliminated four years
ago in a suit brought by FIRE Legal Network attorneys.

“It is time for public college and university administrators to heed the clear message
that the courts have been sending for nearly twenty years now: free speech on campus
is not optional,” William Creeley, FIRE’s Director of Legal and Public Advocacy, said. 

FIRE also dramatically expanded its education programs to inform the public about
violations of students’ and faculty members’ individual rights on campus by:

• Expanding the Campus Freedom Network to over 1,500 members
nationwide; 

• Issuing FIRE’s third annual report on speech codes, Spotlight on Speech
Codes 2009: The State of Free Speech on Our Nation’s Campuses, which
reveals that nearly 75 percent of universities surveyed maintain policies
prohibiting protected speech;

• Launching The Lantern: The Journal of the Foundation for Individual
Rights in Education, which includes a comprehensive account of the
University of Delaware’s now-abandoned thought reform program, a
substantial article by Lukianoff on the persistence of campus speech
codes, and a Policy Statement on Political Activity on Campus
explaining that such activity enjoys far greater legal protection than
universities often claimed during the 2008 election season; 

• Launching a multimedia project that includes dozens of podcasts and videos;  

•  Recognizing three college-bound seniors for award-winning essays among
1,500 entries to FIRE’s “Freedom in Academia” High School Essay Contest.

FIRE also informs prospective students and their parents about threats to rights on
campus through Spotlight: The Campus Freedom Resource, a database with
information on speech codes at over 400 colleges and universities, and through the
Red Alert list of campuses that represent the “worst of the worst” when it comes to
liberty on campus. Michigan State University (MSU) recently joined Brandeis
University, Colorado College, Johns Hopkins University, and Tufts University on this
list of shame.

Heading into the New Year, FIRE will fight to achieve justice for MSU student leader
Kara Spencer, who was found guilty of “spamming” after she e-mailed faculty about
MSU policy changes. FIRE also will redouble its efforts to restore liberty at two
colleges in Texas: Tarrant County College, where an empty gun holster protest was
prohibited, and Lone Star College, where even the mention of the word “gun” on a
flyer has been censored.

“Many administrators across the country still think they can bully students into
submission,” Creeley said. “But FIRE will continue to vigorously defend campus
rights in 2009.

Liberty on Campus in 2008: 
FIRE’s Year in Review

From the President

While it amazes me to say it, this year FIRE celebrates its 

ten-year anniversary. Back in 1999, FIRE was founded by 

Alan Charles Kors and Harvey Silverglate to address a growing

problem: the systematic violation of freedom of speech, freedom

of religion, freedom of conscience, due process, and other basic

rights on campuses across the nation. Today FIRE has secured

136 victories at 110 colleges and universities whose total student

enrollment exceeds 2.3 million. Last year alone, FIRE changed

unconstitutional or repressive policies at sixteen schools—six of

which made these changes in response to proactive letters sent by

FIRE before students were unjustly punished—and won cases on

behalf of wronged students and professors at eleven more. We

don’t plan to stop there. With your help, in 2009 FIRE will

bring justice and liberty to more campuses than ever before. 

Amazingly, despite FIRE’s remarkable record of victories in 2008,

many colleges (including Brandeis University, Colorado College,

and Michigan State University) continue to show a shocking

disregard for basic rights, established law, and the moral and

philosophical principles of liberty. It is essential that in our tenth

anniversary year, FIRE does everything it can to get the word out

about abuses on campus, reach a larger audience with our mission,

build coalitions to fight for liberty, and recruit new students and

faculty members to the cause in order to ensure that the decline in

respect for individual rights on campus stops. FIRE’s greatest hope

is that the academy will embrace both its role as a marketplace of

ideas and its duty to provide rights to its students and faculty, but

this can only be accomplished through increased exposure of

existing abuses; education of faculty, students, and staff on the

basic principles of liberty; and public demand for real, meaningful,

and lasting reform. 

To honor a decade of hard work and victories in the name of

individual rights, FIRE will be hosting events all across the country

throughout 2009, culminating in our Tenth Anniversary

Celebration in New York City in October. Our wish is for FIRE

supporters, friends, allies, and staff alike to come together to

celebrate FIRE’s successes and create new relationships that

strengthen FIRE’s mission. Stay tuned for more details about the

upcoming events; we would love to see you this year as we take full

advantage of our anniversary festivities to draw greater attention to

the ongoing problem of rights violations on campus (and have a

little fun too!). 

FIRE has come very far in its mission from where we began ten

years ago, and we could not have reached this point without the

support of our friends, donors, and media allies. We are pleased

that we will be able to share the excitement of the coming year

with all who have made it possible. I hope you will join me in

celebrating FIRE’s ten years of service and that you will help us

get the word out so that we can make 2009 the best year for

liberty on campus since FIRE’s inception.

Greg Lukianoff

Welcome to 
FIRE’s 10th Year
Celebration!
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FIRE has released its 2009 report
on campus speech codes, revealing
that American colleges and
universities systematically violate
students’ and faculty members’
right to freedom of expression.

Spotlight on Speech Codes 2009: The State
of Free Speech on Our Nation’s Campuses

reports on policies at 364 American colleges and universities. FIRE
found that approximately 74 percent of schools surveyed maintain
policies that clearly restrict speech that, outside the borders of
campus, is protected by the First Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution. 

“Unfortunately, this year’s report demonstrates that—despite decades
of precedent declaring speech codes unlawful and two decisions this
year alone—the majority of colleges and universities brazenly
maintain policies that violate students’ and faculty members’
fundamental rights,” FIRE President Greg Lukianoff said. “Everyone
who values the free exchange of ideas should be deeply disturbed by
these findings.”

FIRE’s report is the most comprehensive effort to date both to
quantify the proportion of colleges and universities that restrict free
speech and to assess the severity of those restrictions. The report
surveyed publicly available policies at institutions ranked in the 100
“Best National Universities” and at the 50 “Best Liberal Arts
Colleges,” as rated in the August 27, 2007, “America’s Best Colleges”
issue of U.S. News & World Report, as well as at 207 major public
universities. The research was conducted between September 2007
and September 2008.

All of the policies cited in the report are available online in FIRE’s
searchable speech code database, Spotlight: The Campus Freedom
Resource. People interested in drawing attention to their institution’s
policies can easily do so by adding FIRE’s Speech Codes Widget to
their blog or website. Easy instructions for adding the widget can be
found here.

The report notes only marginal improvement among such scandalous
findings as these:

•  The percentage of institutions maintaining clearly
unconstitutional speech codes declined slightly. While the
percentage of institutions with unconstitutional speech codes—
74.2 percent—is disturbingly high, it is a slight improvement
over last year, when the figure was 75 percent.

•  Public colleges and universities are disproportionately
restricting free speech. Public universities, as governmental entities, are
legally bound to respect First Amendment rights. Yet 77 percent of them
explicitly prohibit protected speech, as compared to 67 percent of private
universities. 

•  “Bias incident reporting” is a growing trend whereby schools
encourage students to report one another’s “biases” to campus
authorities. At the University of Virginia and the University of
Missouri, students may report on one another anonymously. 

Spotlight on Speech Codes 2009: The State of Free Speech on Our Nation’s
Campuses also chronicles the rise of speech codes in the 1980s and 1990s
and discusses various ways that universities curtail free speech on
campus, including election-year restrictions on political expression and
the institution of unduly restrictive policies on harassment, tolerance,
respect, civility, and disorderly conduct. 

FIRE’s report suggests several potential solutions to the problem of
speech codes. Many of the speech codes at public universities would be
unlikely to survive a legal challenge. FIRE’s Speech Code Litigation
Project has already led to the demise of similar codes at Citrus College,
San Francisco State University, Shippensburg University of
Pennsylvania, the State University of New York at Brockport, and Texas
Tech University. In August, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third
Circuit held that a Temple University harassment policy was
unconstitutional—a ruling that is binding on public universities in
Delaware, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania.

“This year, the percentage of universities maintaining unconstitutional speech
codes has decreased for the first time, and that is very encouraging news,” said
Samantha Harris, FIRE’s Director of Speech Code Research. “But there is still
a lot of work to be done. Many universities have changed their policies in
response to public exposure, and you can count on FIRE to keep the pressure
on in the years to come.”

Spotlight on Speech Codes 2009 Report: 
Public Universities Overwhelmingly Violate 
First Amendment 

State University of New York

Victory for Freedom of Speech at
Binghamton University Department 
of Social Work 

Binghamton University (formerly SUNY–
Binghamton) has abandoned its attempt to
suspend or expel a student who put up posters
challenging the Department of Social Work.
The department had ordered that social work
master’s student Andre Massena leave the
program for one year with no guarantee of
return, required him to apologize, and
demanded that he publicly disavow his own
views after his pseudonymous posters challenged
the department for having hired the executive
director of the Binghamton Housing Authority

(BHA)—an agency Massena thought was responsible for social injustice. When
Massena appealed, the department’s chair added entirely new allegations and
recommended his expulsion. The department dropped the charges literally
overnight after FIRE took the case public.

“Andre Massena’s case may be over, but Binghamton University’s Department
of Social Work has a long way to go to restore its reputation,” FIRE President
Greg Lukianoff said. “We hope that university leadership will act to rein in this
irresponsible department.” 

On November 14, shortly after his appellate hearing with the College of
Community and Public Affairs Ethics and Integrity Committee, Massena
received a one-sentence e-mail from Department of Social Work Chair Laura
Bronstein: “Due to procedural misunderstandings, the case pertaining to you is
no longer being pursued.”

Massena’s case began in August of 2008, when he put up posters on campus
claiming that a woman and her children had been unjustly evicted from their
home by the BHA. Under the pseudonym “JUSTICESPEAKS,” the poster
called the BHA “inhumane” and noted that its executive director, David K.
Tanenhaus, is an adjunct professor at the school’s Department of Social Work.
The poster encouraged readers to call the department “to let them know what
you think.” 

Massena chose pseudonymity after hearing stories from other students in the
department about students being unjustly “advanced” (Binghamton’s
Orwellian term for “expelled”) from the program. When interrogated about the
posters, he declined to acknowledge authorship—a decision ultimately cited as
the official reason for Massena’s punishment. According to Massena, he was
charged with “lying by omission,” having chosen not to tell a security officer
that he was putting up the posters.

One week later, however, Massena received a “Written Plan” from his
department that failed to specify any alleged violations but required him to
leave the university for two semesters, with his return contingent on
“departmental approval.” He also was required to present a formal statement to
university and governmental officials retracting his opinions, to submit formal

apologies to a pre-approved list of people as evaluated by Bronstein and
Professor Diane Wiener, to complete a critical reflection paper of ten to twelve
pages on the topic of ethics in social work, and to actively discourage others
from similar activism by making “every effort possible...to end the process
whereby students, service providers and community members approach the
Dept. of Social Work in an effort to alleviate ‘wrong’ they may see as occurring
at the Binghamton Housing Authority.”

“These outrageous requirements focused on the content and the embarrassing
effects of the posters, not on Massena’s alleged failure to identify himself as
author of the posters,” Adam Kissel, Director of FIRE’s Individual Rights
Defense Program, said. “The department was demanding no less than
groveling from a student, clearly sending the message that students dissent at
great peril.”

Massena immediately appealed his punishment, but he was put through an
unjust and confusing process. In his first appeals hearing he was able to defeat
some of the onerous requirements of the “Written Plan.” But in appealing the
remaining punishments, he found himself facing a series of brand-new
allegations when, in an attempt to bolster her department’s case, Bronstein
submitted 51 pages of new materials, concluding that she now believed
Massena should be expelled.

Even other Binghamton University officials found Bronstein’s response
ridiculous and ordered that the hearing’s scope be reduced to something close
to the original charges—charges that still had not been specifically or
consistently stated. Massena attended his hearing on November 14, and he
received Bronstein’s response dropping the charges due to “procedural
misunderstandings” just hours later.

“What kind of ‘procedural misunderstandings’ is Bronstein referring to?” Kissel
asked. “Does she mean that her department has finally realized that students in
her department actually have First Amendment and due process rights? We
certainly hope so.”

FIRE had written Binghamton University President Lois B. DeFleur on
October 29 about the numerous, serious violations of Massena’s rights to
freedom of expression, pseudonymous speech, due process, and freedom of
conscience. FIRE insisted that the school acknowledge Massena’s right to freely
criticize public officials, public entities such as the BHA, and even Binghamton
University itself without punishment or roundabout allegations intended to
punish Massena by other means. DeFleur so far has not directly responded.

Meanwhile, Massena’s case has been featured by the Binghamton Review in a
strong article that chronicles this outlandish case to the utter shame of the
department. One angry student, the pseudonymous “Lisa White,” has reported
that students have noticed the changes in how professors are treating and
grading Massena, and that she and at least one other student are voluntarily
leaving the department.

Andre Massena



Sean Clerget is a senior at Wabash College in Crawfordsville, Indiana. A small college of just under 900, it
is among the few remaining all-male colleges in the country. During his time at Wabash, Sean has served as
Editor-in-Chief of The Phoenix (a campus news and opinion magazine), a member of the college tennis team,
a Student Senate representative, and a member of the Beta Theta Pi fraternity.

A native of Lafayette, Indiana, Sean counts athletics, discussing politics and relaxing with friends among his
interests. Looking towards the future, he plans to attend law school in the fall of 2009.

Sean first learned of FIRE in 2006 when Greg Lukianoff gave a lecture on campus. Since that time, he has
maintained an interest in FIRE’s issues. “I followed FIRE cases and they always made me wonder whether those
situations could happen at Wabash. I think that students often take their freedom on campus for granted and
I wanted to alert everyone to be on guard against attempts to limit freedom.” This summer, Sean attended the
CFN’s first annual summer conference. Reflecting on his experience at the conference, Sean explains, “The
conference alerted me to the availability of FIRE’s many resources. I also met fellow college students who were
doing great work on their campuses which inspired me to work harder to improve my own campus.” 

Sean returned to Wabash in the fall fired up and determined to make a difference on campus. Aggressively
recruiting for the CFN, Sean registered an astonishing 125 new members—nearly a seventh of the student
body. Adding to this already impressive performance, he also hosted FIRE’s Adam Kissel at Wabash and
wrote an op-ed for The Phoenix about possible speech codes on campus.

Although Sean plans to graduate this spring and head off to graduate school, the impact of his work at Wabash
and throughout the CFN will continue to be felt. We here at FIRE are proud to count him as a friend and an ally.

Sean Clerget 

December marked the end of the first-ever Campus Freedom Network incentive program. 
Through this contest, dedicated student activists had the opportunity to earn prizes such as gift cards, books, and FIRE
Nalgene water bottles, while promoting liberty on their campus and helping grow the CFN’s network of liberty-minded
students across the country. Our top three winners earned additional prizes for their hard work on behalf of liberty.

Our third prize winner is John Eubank, a senior at Towson University in Maryland. An attendee of FIRE’s first annual Campus
Freedom Network Conference, John’s extensive efforts to reform his campus have been chronicled previously on the CFN
website. As the third place winner, John received a 160GB iPod classic fully loaded with FIRE’s videos and podcast library.
John worked tirelessly over this past fall, bringing FIRE’s Adam Kissel to speak at Towson University, hosting informational
tables about FIRE, and recruiting a total of 32 new members for the CFN.

Our second place winner hails from the University of Alabama. Amanda McCracken is a sophomore and spent the fall
semester studying abroad in England. Despite her absence on campus, we here at FIRE certainly felt her presence as she
recruited 84 students and faculty members to the CFN. Amanda received a 13” Apple MacBook.

This semester’s grand prize winner is Sean Clerget from Wabash College in Indiana. Like John, Sean also attended the 
CFN’s summer conference and brought Adam Kissel to campus during a time of intense campus controversy. He also wrote
an op-ed about the importance of students remaining vigilant about their rights in The Phoenix, a campus news and opinion
magazine that he edits. Sean tirelessly recruited 125 students from Wabash and around the country. As the first place
winner, received a bundle of technology products including a flat-screen television, iPod touch, and the laptop computer
mentioned above.

The efforts of these three students and the additional support from our entire CFN membership have helped the CFN to
spread FIRE’s resources to a number of new students and faculty who had never heard of FIRE before. Their enthusiastic
support is a huge source of inspiration and support and led to some incredible results, including over tripling CFN
membership and taking the CFN past the 1,500 member mark. Looking towards the future, the CFN anticipates seeing the
fruits of its labor sprout up on campuses around the country.

Sean Clerget 

From the Campus Freedom Network:    Incentive Program Winners Announced
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A fan of the CFN? Don’t forget about the $25,000 Matching Gift Fund that FIRE President Greg Lukianoff set up
in support of the CFN. Our goal is to raise an additional $25,000 from individual donors to ensure the CFN has
the resources it needs to continue to create lasting change on college campuses. If you want to help us reach
our goal by donating to the fund, just specify so when you make your gift. Thank you for your support!

Amanda McCracken is currently pursuing a Ph.D. in Applied Statistics at the University of Alabama. She grew up in rural
Monroeville, Alabama, which she says “is best known as the hometown of To Kill a Mockingbird author Harper Lee.” The
daughter of an attorney and community college teacher, Amanda found herself exposed to debate and discussion at an early
age. “I was fortunate to have two very intelligent, politically aware parents who discussed world events and local issues with
me from the time that I was quite young.” Amanda credits her parents with the value she now places on the expressive
freedoms promised under the Constitution. “My mom has always been rather liberal and my father quite conservative,”
Amanda explains, “so our house was one in which different views on a wide range of topics were often presented.” 

Amanda first learned of FIRE during her sophomore year of college. After becoming a justice on the campus’ Student
Judicial Board, she became concerned about some of the school’s judicial processes and spoke to her father to get his
legal opinion. “Soon thereafter,” Amanda recalls, “he sent me a link to FIRE’s website and suggested that I order copies
of FIRE’s guides. I followed his suggestion, and I have been receiving FIRE’s e-mail updates ever since.”

Since joining the CFN, Amanda has been determined to inform anyone she can of the availability and importance
of FIRE’s resources. After encountering several people who misunderstood FIRE’s mission, Amanda’s response to
was to redouble her efforts. “I became determined to do what I could to correct that misunderstandings and clarify
FIRE’s role and purpose. And, along the way, I convinced quite a few people that they should join.” Her efforts
were rewarded and by the end of the semester she had introduced a whopping 85 new student and faculty members
to FIRE and the Campus Freedom Network.

Unsurprisingly, Amanda is extremely active on her campus. She has served in a number of organizations during
college including the Student Judicial Board, Honors College Ambassadors, College of Arts and Sciences
Ambassadors, Phi Beta Lambda, the Blackburn Institute, a campus Bible study, Phi Beta Kappa, and various other
honor societies. A former resident assistant and mathematics tutor, Amanda was a 2005 finalist for the Rhodes
Scholarship and spent the 2006–2007 academic year in Germany as a Fulbright English Teaching Assistant. She
will spend six months in Austria in 2010 as a Rotary Cultural Scholar. 

Amanda is currently residing in England with her husband, who is a Rotary Ambassadorial Scholar working on a Master’s
degree in Naval History at Exeter University. While in England, she continues to work on her graduate degree.

After graduation, Amanda is interested in pursuing a career in education research, with a goal of becoming
Alabama’s State Superintendent of Education, or going to dental school and pursuing a career in dental research.

Amanda McCracken 

Amanda McCracken 



High school seniors from across the U.S. were invited to write an in-depth essay explaining why free speech
and First Amendment rights are crucial to higher education and how abuses of these rights harm education.
Laura Fitzpatrick of Groton Dunstable Regional High School penned the winning essay and was awarded a
$5,000 scholarship. Here is her essay.

Kindle the Flame—The Fight to Protect Freedom of Expression
By Laura Fitzpatrick,  Groton Dunstable Regional High School, Groton, Mass. 

High School Senior Wins FIRE’s
‘Freedom in Academia’ Essay Contest
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America was founded on the idea that everyone has the right to express
their views without fear of persecution. It stands to reason that American
colleges and universities would be the vanguard in defending this right;
after all, there is no better way to educate and expand the minds of
young people than to encourage the free flow of ideas. However, too
often these institutions not only fail to protect the First Amendment
rights of their students, they blatantly violate First Amendment rights by
restricting or punishing truly free speech on their campuses.

When a group of students at San Francisco State University held an anti-
terrorism protest and stamped on the flags of the terrorist groups Hamas and
Hezbollah, they were brought up on charges within the University system for
“acts of incivility” and “attempting to incite violence.” This type of protest is
absolutely within the students’ rights, as it in no way encouraged violence
against any individual, and was only intended to demonstrate the students’
position against terrorist organizations. 

It may seem that part of the reason for SFSU’s reaction was a misguided
attempt to address the concerns of Muslim students on campus who took
issue with the accidental desecration of the Arabic word for “God” that is
part of one of the flags, but this serves to highlight another pressing issue:
Many times free speech is curtailed in the name of protecting one group or
another from taking offense. It is vital that students in colleges and
universities are able to challenge each others’ beliefs and learn to live
alongside people who hold different views. The university system cannot
and should not act as the play date chaperone who hovers over its students
to protect them from hurt feelings; hurt feelings to some degree are part of
discourse and the process of becoming an adult. 

At the same time, it is incumbent upon all higher education institutions to
clearly define the difference between speech protected by the First
Amendment and speech that is subject to censorship because it poses a
danger to others. It is a violation of the trust placed in the university for a
school to respond with the type of knee-jerk reaction that SFSU displayed
towards the students engaged in the anti-terrorism protest. Universities
must make it a priority to encourage students to speak out and to share
their opinions, not frighten them into silence with overreactions that erode
confidence in their intellectual freedom on campus.

In the case of Hayden Barnes at Valdosta State University, Mr. Barnes was
protesting the construction of a new parking garage in the form of an
innocuous collage that he posted online. The president of the university felt
he was being personally targeted by Mr. Barnes’ protest, and Hayden Barnes
was expelled from the school. This wasn’t Valdosta’s first infringement on the
civil rights of its students; Valdosta has a tiny “free speech zone” set far away
from the main areas of the campus, where students must get permission
from the University president before they express themselves and where that
expression is subject to time restraints. 

Mr. Barnes’ expulsion is the culmination of the university’s policy of
threatening and restrictive policies toward students’ First Amendment
rights. The school’s general attitude toward free speech is one of distrust,
and, in Mr. Barnes’ case, open hostility. As in many cases of free speech
suppression in universities, it would have been impossible for Valdosta to
defend its actions in a court of law, as Barnes was simply exercising his right
to peaceful protest and was not being disruptive. The school’s limitation of
free speech to one area of the campus is also absurd; the university is
supposed to be an establishment based on freedom of expression, and
relegating such expression to a “zone” clearly sends the message that free
thought is discouraged, and maybe even against the rules in other parts of
the school. It is a testament to the power of freedom of speech and thought
that these universities feel that it is necessary to restrict it in this manner,
although in doing so they are essentially defeating the greatest benefit of the
university system, that is, the unlimited pool of ideas and opinions upon
which any student may draw. 

The university should be a place where students feel absolutely safe in
exercising their First Amendment rights, but many universities, fearing
negative attention for student expression, curtail these rights. Groups
like FIRE work on behalf of students by shifting the balance of power
between universities and their students through measures to educate
people about their rights and to bring violations of these rights to
national attention if the institution refuses to rectify them. Through
diligent effort by organizations and students, all universities can become
the type of environments where diverse ideas flourish and where higher
education can truly prepare students to be open, involved citizens. 

FIRE staff is always looking for new and better ways for our supporters to help FIRE “fan the flames” of liberty
on campus by helping us to defeat illiberal policies and hold administrators accountable when they overstep
their bounds. Over the past few months we have brainstormed new ideas and technology to help spread FIRE’s
message to a larger audience while making donating easier. Check them out.

Thinking of donating to your alma mater? Think again…

Fanning the Flames: How You Can
Help Support FIRE and its Mission

Give the Gift of Liberty in 2009
In honor of FIRE’s 10th anniversary this year, we’ve decided to extend our special holiday gift offers into 2009. If you know someone who is 
liberty-minded, a member of a campus community, a college or university alumnus, or even a parent of a college student, look no further for the
perfect gift in 2009—donate now, and give them the gift of liberty!

With a donation of just $25, we’ll not only give you a subscription to The FIRE Quarterly, we’ll send a gift subscription at no additional cost. Just provide us
with the name of the individual you’d like to receive the subscription and we’ll send a personalized note, a starter issue of The FIRE Quarterly, and a FIRE pen.

If a gift subscription isn’t what you’re looking for, a gift donation can be the perfect way to honor friends or loved ones—whether it’s giving to
one of their favorite causes, or opening their eyes for the first time to issues of liberty on campus. Send a donation at one of FIRE’s six giving levels
along with the name and address of the individual you’d like to honor with your gift, and we’ll send a personalized note along with all the benefits
of your donation. And don’t forget our promotional giveaways!

This year, as you consider giving back to your alma mater, resolve to
become a vigilant steward of your donation. Help us to hold
administrators accountable. Take a moment to visit our Spotlight database
and to ask yourself if the funds you donate to your alma mater will be used
to further educational opportunities, as you expect. Will they be used to
build better facilities for students and to offer new programs of study? Or
will they be used to enforce free speech zones and to fund mandatory re-
education programs? If you discover that your alma mater uses your
funds to restrict the rights of its community, consider donating to
FIRE instead. We will use your donation to further our fight for liberty
on campus, so that your children, and your children’s children, will enjoy
the full benefits of a college education received in liberty. 

Does your company match your charitable
donations?
Many FIRE donors may not be aware of the ease with which they can
multiply the value of their donation—all without taking more money out
of their pocket. We suggest that you take the time to find out if your
company is among the hundreds who double (sometimes triple!) their
employees’ philanthropic support through matching gifts. If you find your
company does, simply provide us with your company’s matching gift form
the next time you donate to FIRE, and we’ll take care of the rest!

FIRE Improves Donating through Technology
•  “Support FIRE” Widget

Adding to our collection of widgets, FIRE now has a “Support
FIRE” widget available for our supporters to post on their blogs or
personal websites. Posting FIRE’s widget is a great way to promote
FIRE and to help increase our resources so we can become an even
greater force for change on college and university campuses. Plus, if
you post the widget and send us your link and your mailing
address, we will send you either a FIRE t-shirt, a FIRE mug, or a
copy of The Shadow University. Just let us know which you prefer!

•  Refer-a-Friend Feature
FIRE has added a new feature to its online donation page! 
Now you have the opportunity to recommend friends who may be
prospective FIRE supporters after you make an online gift. This
new feature conveniently allows you to load contacts from your
personal e-mail accounts including Gmail, AOL, Outlook, and
Yahoo. A friendly message is generated and sent to those friends
and family who you think might like to join you in supporting
FIRE’s work. Help spread FIRE’s mission by taking advantage of
this new feature when you donate online!



From the Director of the Individual Rights Defense Program

Thirteen Civil Liberties
Organizations Send Open
Letter to MSU President 
About ‘Spammer’ Case
FIRE, the Electronic Frontier Foundation, and eleven other civil
liberties organizations sent an open letter to Michigan State University
President Lou Anna K. Simon on December 17 in defense of MSU
student government leader Kara Spencer. The signing organizations
agreed that MSU’s anti-spam policy, which was used to punish
Spencer for sending 
e-mails to 391 faculty members about pressing matters of university
policy, is constitutionally suspect on its face, vague, allows the
university unfettered discretion in requiring prior approval, and
discriminates on the basis of content. The policy prohibits the sending
of unsolicited e-mail “for personal purposes, advertising or
solicitations, or political statements or purposes” to more than about
20–30 recipients without prior approval.

In signing the open letter, the thirteen civil liberties organizations
agreed that the policy’s use against Spencer is “egregiously
wrongheaded.” We joined together in asking that President Simon
immediately overturn the finding that Spencer is a spammer. 

Adam Kissel

“Publicity,” Louis Brandeis wrote in 1913, “is justly commended as a

remedy for social and industrial diseases. Sunlight is said to be the best of

disinfectants; electric light the most efficient policeman.” Brandeis, not

yet a Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, would become one of the

nation’s staunchest defenders of the First Amendment. Building on

Brandeis’ points, FIRE has employed the Internet in more and more

creative ways to defend individual rights on college campuses.

It is not a pleasant thing to become notorious as an enemy of freedom. It

is doubly shameful to become recognized as a free-speech hypocrite, a

college that claims to support free expression but, in practice, does not.

When a college president receives a letter from FIRE’s Individual Rights

Defense Program, the letter is very clear: Here’s how your school

punished protected speech or violated someone’s rights, and here’s how

your school violated the U.S. Constitution or your school’s own policies.

When the facts are so clear, the president has a legal and moral duty to

step in and redress the violation then and there. The alternative is to face

a deeply embarrassing media campaign that makes the college look worse

and worse for failing to protect the rights of its own constituents.

Schools such as Michigan State University soon find that the media

campaign becomes an unstoppable tidal wave of negative publicity. As

related in this issue of The FIRE Quarterly, Michigan State decided to

punish Kara Spencer, a student government leader, as a “spammer” for e-

mailing a small percentage of the faculty about her concerns over hasty

changes to the school calendar. Unconstitutionally enforcing an

unconstitutional policy, MSU has no leg to stand on, and FIRE has been

letting people know.

For most schools, a nationwide press release is enough negative publicity

to persuade a college to reverse course and bring justice back to campus

when it comes to the violation of someone’s rights. FIRE’s press release on

MSU actually generated press across the world—including Japan, Italy,

and Denmark—in addition to Fox News, the Chronicle of Higher

Education, and major tech sites Slashdot and CNET.

Strangely, MSU has decided to persist in its prosecution of Spencer, so we

have persisted, too. MSU is already on FIRE’s Red Alert list, reserved for

the worst violators of individual rights nationwide. More than a dozen

civil liberties organizations sent an open letter to MSU about its

unacceptable prosecution. And our most recent Facebook.com

advertisements have reached MSU students and alumni almost two

million times.

Next, MSU might find itself on FIRE’s video channel on YouTube,

shamed on another FIRE podcast, embarrassed on Twitter, and shown up

in another dozen blog posts. The Internet is not friendly to free-speech

hypocrites, and neither is FIRE. Sooner or later, the bright light of

publicity brings an end to the cases we defend.

Adam Kissel graduated from Harvard University and from the University of

Chicago, where he served as Student Liaison to the Board of Trustees and

earned an A.M. from the Committee on Social Thought. His academic

interests include the history and theory of liberal education, the history and

theory of rhetoric, and rhetoric’s relationship with philosophy. He also served

as a professional editor for Nobel laureate James Heckman and for faculty in

a variety of disciplines. Before joining FIRE, Adam was a director of the

Lehrman American Studies Center and the Jack Miller Center for the

Teaching of America’s Founding Principles. With Sharon Browne he wrote a

Faculty Rights Handbook in 2007.

“Using Media to
Defend Individual
Rights”
by Adam Kissel
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Video Contest Extended to May 15, 2009
FIRE has decided to extend the deadline for entry into the first annual “Freedom
on Campus” video contest to the end of the spring semester. College and graduate
students who wish to enter now have until May 15, 2009, to get their submissions
to FIRE. To get some inspiration, take a look at the documentaries we have
produced on several cases around the country at www.thefire.org/multimedia.

While we are not necessarily looking for submissions of the same quality as our documentaries, these videos
should provide you with a basic understanding of the law and what’s right and wrong when it comes to free
speech on college campuses.  For the complete rules and regulations, go to www.thefire.org/contests. 
We look forward to seeing your entry!

for comprehensive information on the state of liberty on America’s campuses, 
including pages for individual academic institutions, relevant links to our research 
of speech codes, and case materials from FIRE’s Individual Rights Defense Program.

Please visit

The FIRE Quarterly is published four
times per year by the Foundation for
Individual Rights in Education.  

The mission of FIRE is to defend and
sustain individual rights at America’s
increasingly repressive and partisan
colleges and universities. These rights
include freedom of speech, legal
equality, due process, religious liberty,
and sanctity of conscience—the
essential qualities of individual liberty
and dignity. FIRE’s core mission is to
protect the unprotected and to educate
the public and communities of
concerned Americans about the threats
to these rights on our campuses and
about the means to preserve them. 

FIRE is a charitable and educational 
tax-exempt foundation within the 
meaning of Section 501(c)(3) of the
Internal Revenue Code. Contributions to
FIRE are deductible to the fullest extent
provided by tax laws.
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